**Key Features**

- AMD FreeSync™ Premium Pro for smooth and ultra-low-latency playback
- Mini-LED w/1152 zone display and full-array local dimming for peak visual performance
- VESA DisplayHDR 1400 for mind-blowing colors and contrasts
- Refresh rate overclockable to 200Hz for hyper-responsive visuals
- HDMI 2.1 Connection for console gaming compatibility

**Product Description**

Experience a new level of visual performance and upgrade your gameplay on the XG341C-2K, featuring Mini-LED technology that redefines expectations. Curved 34-inch UWQHD monitor delivers a highly immersive gaming experience teleporting you straight into the middle of the action. Engineered with quantum dot technology, the resolution renders every detail with incredible brightness on VESA certified DisplayHDR™ 1400 panel. Rapid 200Hz (OC) refresh rate guarantees ultrasmooth gameplay, and a blazing fast 1ms (MPRT) response time to reduce in-game ghosting. Geared with AMD FreeSync™ Premium Pro technology, you’ll handle even the most intense action scenes.

**Visit Us**  ➔ www.viewsonic.com
### DISPLAY
- **Display Size (in.):** 34
- **Viewable Area (in.):** 34
- **Panel Type:** VA Technology
- **Resolution:** 3440 x 1440
- **Resolution Type:** UWQHD (UltraWide QHD)
- **Static Contrast Ratio:** 3,000:1 (typ)
- **Dynamic Contrast Ratio:** 120M:1
- **Light Source:** mini LED
- **Brightness:** 720; 1400 (w/ HDR+local dimming Peak (Min))
- **Colors:** 16.7M
- **Color Space Support:** 8 bit true
- **Aspect Ratio:** 21:9
- **Response Time (MPRT):** 1ms
- **Viewing Angles:** 178º horizontal, 178º vertical
- **Backlight Life (Hours):** 30000 Hrs (Min)
- **Curvature:** 1500R
- **Refresh Rate (Hz):** 200
- **Adaptive Sync:** FreeSync Premium Pro
- **Blue Light Filter:** Yes
- **Flicker-Free:** Yes
- **Color Gamut:** DCI-P3: 97% coverage (Typ) HLG: 99% size (Typ) sRGB: 140% size / 99% coverage (Typ)
- **Pixel Size:** 0.232 mm (H) x 0.232 mm (V)
- **Surface Treatment:** Anti-Glare, Hard Coating (3H)

### OPERATING CONDITIONS
- **Temperature:** 32°F to 104°F (0°C to 40°C)
- **Humidity (non-condensing):** 20% to 90%

### WALL MOUNT
- **VESAs:** 100 x 100 mm

### INPUT SIGNAL
- **Frequency Horizontal:** 30 ~ 320kHz
- **Frequency Vertical:** 48 ~ 200Hz

### VIDEO INPUT
- **Digital Sync:** TMDS - HDMI (v2.1), PCI-E - DisplayPort (v1.4), Micro-Packet - Type C

### ERGONOMICS
- **Height Adjust (mm):** 120
- **Swivel:** 50º
- **Tilt (Forward/Back):** -5º / 23º

### WEIGHT (IMPERIAL)
- **Net (lbs):** 25
- **Net Without Stand (lbs):** 18.7
- **Gross (lbs):** 40.3

### WEIGHT (METRIC)
- **Net (kg):** 11.4
- **Net Without Stand (kg):** 8.5
- **Gross (kg):** 18.3

### DIMENSIONS (IMPERIAL (WXHDX)
- **Packaging (in.):** 37.9 x 20.4 x 13.8
- **Physical (in.):** 31.8 x 18.94~23.67 x 15.1
- **Physical Without Stand (in.):** 31.8 x 14.3 x 5.2

### DIMENSIONS (METRIC) (WXHDX)
- **Packaging (mm):** 963 x 518 x 351
- **Physical (mm):** 807 x 481.11~601.11 x 384
- **Physical Without Stand (mm):** 807 x 363 x 132

### GENERAL
- **Regulations:** cTUVus, FCC-B, IEC60950, CEC, MX-CoC, Mexico Energy, CE, CE EMC, CB, RoHS, E.P, REACH, WEEE, EAC, UL/SEPRO, UKCA, CCC, China RoHS, China Energy Label
- **PACKAGE CONTENTS:** XG341C-2K x1, 3-pin Plug (IEC C13 / CEE22) x1, HDMI Cable (v2.1; Male-Male) x1, DisplayPort Cable (v1.4; Male-Male) x1, USB Type-C Gen2 Cable (Male-Male) x1, USB A/B Cable (v3.2; Male-Male) x1, Quick Start Guide x1
- **Recycle/Disposal:** Please dispose of in accordance with local, state or federal laws.
- **Warranty:** *Warranty offered may differ from market to market*